Experience an innovative concept of advanced training course for scientists focused on the biology of glial cells.

The focus of this school is to foster close interactions between the speakers/mentors and the students and inspire elaboration of new collaborations/projects during a three-day course consisting of: (a) Practical demonstrations of state-of-the-art techniques and (b) Brainstorming sessions (in groups) for elaborating a scientific project.

Our confirmed speakers/mentors for this edition are:

**Astroglia**
Isidro Ferrer (Barcelona, Spain)
Marta Navarrete (Madrid, Spain)
Milos Pekny (Göteborg, Sweden)
Alexei Verkhratsky (U. Manchester, UK)

**Stem Cells**
Juanma Encinas (Achucarro, Bilbao)
Emmanuelle Huillard (Paris, France)
María Llorens (Madrid, Spain)

**Microglia**
Estibaliz Capetillo (Achucarro, Bilbao)
Michael T. Heneka (Bonn, Germany)
Amanda Sierra (Achucarro, Bilbao)

**Oligodendroglia**
Charles ffrench-Constant (Edinburgh, UK)
Maria Kukley (Achucarro, Bilbao)
Klaus Nave (Göttingen, Germany)

The main goal of this School is to combine cutting edge science and leisure activities in a relaxed environment (so ideas can naturally blossom) by fostering close interaction, mentoring and networking with leading researchers in the field of glial biology.

**Bilbao (Spain)**
June 23 - 25, 2020
Tuition: 400 EUR
(includes accommodation & meals)

**Applications**
From Sep 15 to Nov 30
2019

http://www.achucarro.org/school2020